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On the eighth anniversary of the decision by the Monetary Policy Committee 
(MPC) to cut Bank Rate to ½% in 2009, the Shadow Monetary Policy 
Committee (SMPC) voted to hold at that level by a vote of five to four in 
March 2016. 

On the surface, an unchanged vote, with only one being the difference 
between holding rates and raising them, may seem surprising, given the 
tumult in financial markets. However, those voting for raising Bank Rate have 
consistently pointed out that part of the current malaise is down to keeping 
rates too low for too long. The best course of action – or least bad - is to start 
to normalise them, thus allowing them to be able to react to changing 
circumstance in future in an effective way. They cite the fact that falling oil 
and commodity prices are a net boost to global growth, and that monetary 
and credit conditions are also supportive of continued expansion.

Those voting in favour of keeping rates on hold point to the risk of doing 
so at a time that the world economy was slowing, that financial market 
volatility was extreme and that lack of confidence in central banks ability 
to deal with these issues could be exacerbated by them raising rates at 
this juncture. If anything, such an action would worsen financial markets 
trends and further undermine confidence to the detriment of recovery. Most 
members of the SMPC agreed that the next move in UK rates should be 
up, and that there was a need for structural reform to help deal with some 
of the deep-seated supply side issues facing the UK and global economy. 

The SMPC is a group of economists who have gathered quarterly at the 
IEA since July 1997, with a briefer e-mail poll being released in the 
intermediate months when the minutes of the quarterly gathering are not 
available. That it was the first such group in Britain, and that it gathers 
regularly to debate the issues involved, distinguishes the SMPC from 
the similar exercises carried out elsewhere. To ensure that nine votes 
are cast each month, it carries a pool of ‘spare’ members. This can lead 
to changes in the aggregate vote, depending on who contributed to a 
particular poll. As a result, the nine independent and named analyses 
should be regarded as more significant than the exact overall vote. The 
next two SMPC polls will be released on the Sundays of 10th April and 
8th May 2016, respectively.

Embargo: Not for publication before 00:01am Sunday 13th March

Shadow Monetary Policy Committee votes 
five / four to hold Bank Rate in March.
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Vote and comment by Anthony J. Evans

(ESCP Europe Business School)
Vote: Hold.
Bias: Raise.

The Bank of England is in somewhat of a bind, partly of their own making. 
Interest rates now should be higher, and excessive use of emergency 
monetary policy has contributed to subdued global growth prospects. Whilst 
the UK economy is reasonably buoyant, and 5-year inflation expectations 
have actually risen on some measures, the CPI remains so far below target 
that a rate rise would be incoherent and inappropriate. The recent period of 
mild deflation closed the window of opportunity to normalise interest rates, 
but impending financial market volatility (in no small part caused by central 
bank activities) threatens to lock it shut.

Vote and comment by John Greenwood

(Invesco Asset Management)
Vote: Hold Bank Rate. 
Bias: None.

The real growth rate of the UK economy and the inflation profile, have 
changed little over the past year. The labour market has continued to 
tighten as wages in real terms have increased in real terms thanks to 
the oil and commodity-driven decline in inflation. But the underlying 
inflation rate remains subdued with service price inflation at +2.3% 
year-on-year in January and goods prices down -1.5% year-on-year. 
The core CPI inflation rate (ex food and energy) remains well below 
target at 1.2% year-on-year.

Sub-par growth and sub-target inflation are fundamentally the 
consequences of low money and credit growth, which in turn reflect 
incomplete balance sheet repair in the household and financial sectors, 
together with the reluctance of banks to create new loans.

However, there is some light at the end of this long, dark tunnel. Under 
regulatory pressure the banks have been progressively reducing their 
dependence on non-deposit funding, which has forced them to curtail 
lending. In 2008 UK banks’ loans that were not deposit-funded - or 
were funded from the wholesale money markets - amounted to an 
astonishing £750 billion, or 50% of 2008 GDP. However, by 2015 Q4 
this had fallen to zero, implying that regulatory pressure can at last 
start to ease. In short, after eight long years loans can now be fully 
funded out of deposits rather than funded out of the fickle wholesale 
credit markets. However, until credit is flowing more freely it would be 
folly to raise rates, further extending the credit squeeze. 

Bank of England should 
have raised earlier, now 
financial market volatility 
means it cannot

Growth and inflation little 
changed in the past year

Weak money and credit 
creation to blame

There are some signs 
that credit may recover 
as deposits and lending 
are evenly matched
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Vote by Andrew Lilico

(Europe Economics)
Vote: Hold Bank Rate 
Bias: Raise rates

Vote and comment by Kent Matthews

(Cardiff Business School, Cardiff University)
Vote: Raise Bank Rate ¼%.
Bias:  Keep QE in reserve.  

Delay Basle 3 regulation and higher capital ratios. 

Falling oil prices, slowing world trade and sliding bank share prices 
would point to another good reason as to why rates should be kept 
on hold. However, nowhere is the connection made that some of the 
reason for these red signals is indeed monetary policy that has kept 
rates so low for do long, and regulation that is more appropriate when 
banks are in a healthy state than where they currently are.

Interest rates have remained too low for too long, fuelling over-
investment and asset price volatility. Bank support for zombie 
companies has sustained low productive activity while the credit 
constrained SMEs and new ventures have had to depend on trade 
credit, P2P and other innovative ways of raising finance.

Bank shares have been hit by capital regulation appropriate to when 
banks are healthy. Raising capital standards when banks are in an 
unhealthy state makes matter worse. Convertibles that are supposed 
inject market discipline into bank behaviour can work when starting 
from a position of strength but not when balance sheets are still weak 
and the world economy has not fully recovered.

This situation has been brought about central bank policy and 
overzealous regulation. It is time for both to be reversed. The Bank of 
England must signal that interest rates have to rise in short steps to 
rectify a distorted loanable funds market and implementation of stricter 
capital regulation have to be delayed until banks and the economy are 
on a healthier trajectory

Current conditions do not 
support holding rates

Rates have been too low 
for too long

Bank regulation is pro-
cyclical – so too tight

Bank of England needs 
to signal rate rise and 
regulations should ease
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Vote and comment by Patrick Minford

(Cardiff Business School, Cardiff University)
Vote: Raise Bank Rate by ½%.
Bias: To raise Bank Rate.

Is a recession threatening? No! Time to normalise monetary conditions.
Growth slowed in the last quarter of 2015, It happened here and now 
we know it happened in the US. China has also slowed down but no 
one really trusts the official growth rate of 6.9%. Emerging market 
countries dependent on raw material exports have been badly hit - 
including Russia and Brazil. Those raw material prices, led by oil and 
gas, continue to fall. Many are saying that world growth is moving 
towards recession.

In many ways we are seeing a repeat of the early 1980s. Then too 
there was a bad world recession in 1980-82 and then too raw material 
prices fell sharply in the following two decades. Yet growth revived 
from 1982 and persisted with little interruption until 2007- by which time 
those commodity prices were once again assaulting their earlier peaks. 
Soon after began the Great Recession.

The essential point seems to be that low raw material prices are good 
for world growth. They signal abundance of raw resources and raise the 
profit rate in ‘final’ activities where productivity growth can be rapid. Hence 
investment in these final production sectors is strong. True, investment 
stops in raw material sectors. But this investment is relatively small in 
the world investment total. Furthermore it cannot go more negative than 
the rate of depreciation, which is fairly low (oilfields and large mines 
do not wear out quickly). Consumption in material-consuming countries 
also rises, fuelled by higher real incomes. Again this is quite a lot larger 
than consumption in material-producing countries.

What is noticeable today is that consumers in the major economies are 
enjoying improving real incomes as real wages and employment rise. 
Even the euro-zone is now recovering if weakly, as a result of these 
pressures. An element that is currently important is monetary policy. 
The decision of the US Fed to raise interest rates at the end of last year 
and to signal further slow rises in 2016 has caused share and bond 
market volatility. Both the ECB and the Bank of Japan have moved 
in the opposite direction, pushing interest rates on bank balances 
negative, while the Bank of England has held rates constant at close to 
zero. Very large amounts of monetary base – money ‘printed’ by the QE 
programmes of all these central banks - are being held by commercial 
banks around the world. The Fed is clearly nervous, now that total 
money growth is back up to respectable rates, about the possibility 
of some sort of credit boom taking hold again. This nervousness is 

No recession – rates 
should rise

A repeat of the 1980s?

Weak commodity prices 
are a boost to global 
growth

Real incomes helped by 
falling commodity prices 
and loose monetary 
policy
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also encouraged by worries about ‘shadow banking’ growth whereby 
alternative sources of credit such as crowd-funding and peer-to-speer 
lending add to this boom. We are seeing in practice some loosening 
of the draconian controls on banks put in place after the crisis; these 
were a mistake in the sense that they persuaded banks to contract 
their balance sheets just when the world needed them to expand. That 
loosening too could encourage more use of the currently idle money 
balances they hold.

It seems that the behaviour of inflation, which is barely positive in most 
major economies, contradicts any such prospect. Yet these inflation 
figures are dominated by falling material prices. True, nominal wage 
growth is still not strong; but it is picking up. Nominal GDP growth – 
i.e. growth in output plus the price of home value-added - is probably 
around 4% in the US. This is still weak by past standards. But it is 
moving towards 5% during 2016.

Central banks are supposed to worry about future inflation and credit 
booms. Therefore it would be surprising if monetary policy did not 
become a bit less loose in the US during 2016. UK policy will almost 
certainly follow the US. The ECB and Japan are exceptional; Japan 
is determined to eradicate deflation and the ECB is struggling against 
weak demand post-crisis.

It is highly unlikely that such modest tightening will derail a world 
economy that is being so stimulated by the low prices of raw materials. 
My view remains that monetary policy needs to be normalised this year. 
Continuing with the current zero and in some places negative rates is 
causing damage to the very banking system that is needed to transmit 
monetary policy to the economy.

Vote and comment by David B Smith

(Beacon Economic Forecasting)
Vote: Hold Bank Rate in March. 
Bias: To raise Bank Rate cautiously in a series of small steps.

It is not presently clear whether the weakness of sterling this year 
reflects: fears about the forthcoming 23rd June ‘Brexit’ referendum; 
the dawning realisation that last year’s Autumn Statement projections 
suffered from a bad case of ‘Rosy Scenario’, or the fact that countries 
with chronic balance of payments deficits eventually become hostages 
of their international creditors. Whatever the reason – and all three 
factors may have been involved – the depreciation in the Bank of 
England’s sterling index from 90.7 (January 2005 = 100) on 4th January 
to 84.8 on 29th February represents a noticeable easing of monetary 

Inflation is not as weak 
as headlines suggest

UK will be only economy 
to follow US Fed in 2016

Monetary policy should 
start to normalise now

Brexit concerns and 
sterling
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conditions. This is particularly so for a small open economy, such as 
Britain, where real exports constitute 33.8% of basic-price GDP and 
real imports make up 37.5%.

If the weaker pound acts an effective easing of UK monetary conditions, 
the question that arises is whether this justifies an offsetting increase 
in borrowing costs or, instead, whether the authorities should welcome 
the extra stimulus at a time when international activity is threatened 
by geo-political and economic uncertainties. One reason for the Bank 
of England to hold its fire is that the political uncertainties associated 
with Brexit will almost certainly generate more noise than signal. 
Thus, the time to make a firm decision will be after the referendum 
not before it. Most pundits expect that a ‘leave’ vote would cause the 
financial markets to can the pound. However, this may be an unduly 
Anglo-centric view. Exchange rate fluctuations reflect the relative, not 
the absolute, strength of the currencies concerned. If things go badly 
wrong in Continental Europe – perhaps because of the refugee crisis, 
continued question marks over the sustainability of the present EMU 
membership, or the fiscal indiscipline in several Eurozone members – 
then Britain’s cutting free might be regarded as a buy signal for sterling. 
Events on the Continent could also provide a crucial swing factor where 
the UK electorate is concerned, particularly if the refugee crisis leads 
to further anti-social behaviour on the streets of Germany.

The Bank of England is normally resistant to changing its official 
REPO rate in Budget months, because any move might be regarded 
as a politically sensitive comment on the Budget measures. With the 
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) committed to leaving rates where 
they are indefinitely in any case, there is almost no prospect of a rate 
change in March, when the MPC announcement is the day after the 
Budget. However, this does not mean that the economic background 
has not deteriorated since the 2015 Autumn Statement. The latter 
now looks more like a display of political hubris rather than the firm 
foundation for a five-year politico-economic strategy. Following the 
GDP figures released on 25th February, UK economic growth will 
probably slowdown from the 2.2% recorded last year to an annual 
average of 1.9% this year, before picking up to 2.6% in 2017 and 
easing to 2.2% in 2018 and some 1.8% to 1.9% in the three following 
years, according to the latest Beacon Economic Forecasting (BEF) 
projections. One disturbing aspect of last year’s growth figures was 
that both government and private home demand grew reasonably 
robustly, with overall gross domestic expenditure increasing by an 
annual average of 2.7% in real terms. However, 0.6 percentage points 
was knocked off the growth of real GDP because of a worsening in real 
net exports. This occurred because real exports expanded by 5% last 
year but real imports rose by 6.2%. One important function of imports 
is to plug the gap between domestic demand and home supply. These 
poor net export figures imply that the UK authorities have paid too 

Does weakened pound 
justify a rate hike?

Economic background  
to the Budget
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much attention to Keynesian demand stimulus and nothing like enough 
to improving the supply side, where many of Mr Osborne’s politically-
inspired interventions have made things worse, not better.

While many independent commentators have never been convinced 
by Mr Osborne’s optimistic forecasts for public borrowing, where he 
appears to be ‘all hat and no cattle’ to use the Texan metaphor, it is 
worth noting that Housing Associations were included in the public 
sector accounts for the first time in the 19th February Public Sector 
Finances Statistical Bulletin. Housing Associations are classed as 
public corporations, so their inclusion does not affect the figures for 
‘General Government’ (i.e., central government and local authorities), 
which should be preferred for most purposes. However, the change 
has led to: revisions as far back as 2008; the raising of the estimate 
of public borrowing in 2014-15 by £3.6bn, and the addition of £59.8bn 
to the public debt stock in March 2015. Using the new definitions, the 
latest BEF forecasts suggest that Public Sector Net Borrowing could 
come in at something over £80bn in 2015-16, before easing to £62.4bn 
in 2016-17, £40.6bn in 2017-18 and £20.5bn in 2018-19, albeit with an 
improving trend thereafter. In the past, Mr Osborne has proved adept at 
pulling fiscal rabbits out of his hat. So, the published Budget forecasts 
should look better than this. The question for international investors 
will be whether these official projections represent ‘hat’ or ‘cattle’.

The slight uptick in international inflation since September 2015 appears 
to be on the cusp of reversing. Both Eurozone and UK year-on-year 
inflation rates had been minus 0.1% in September 2015, while that in 
the US had been zero. Eurozone inflation then picked up to plus 0.4% 
in January 2016 but fell back to minus 0.2% in February. The less timely 
figures for annual inflation in Britain and the US in January have been 
reported as 0.3% and 1.4%, respectively. Two reasons for expecting 
international inflation to remain subdued are the decline in the average 
oil price from US$48.6 in September 2015 to US$33.7 in February 2015, 
and the 3.8% decline in the Economist magazine’s dollar-based index 
of non-oil commodity prices between the same two months. With the 
M4ex UK broad money supply up a modest 4% in the year to January, 
and average earnings inflating at a rate of around 2%, there seems 
little immediate inflation threat for the British authorities to worry about. 
Nevertheless, a permanently depreciated pound will eventually induce 
a higher price level compared to the rest of the world, even if it may 
take a decade to fully work through. Since there is no urgency to raise 
Bank Rate, and no case for a further reduction either, leaving borrowing 
costs unchanged in March seems appropriate. There will be ample 
opportunity to re-consider this recommendation after the Budget.

New definition of public 
debt and borrowing

March Bank Rate 
decision
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Vote by Akos Valentinyi

(Cardiff Business School, Cardiff University) 
Vote: Raise Bank Rate ¼%. 
Bias: To raise.

Vote by Peter Warburton

(Economic Perspectives Ltd)
Vote: Raise Bank Rate ¼%; diversify existing QE into non-gilt assets. 
Bias: To raise Bank Rate.

Vote and Comment by Trevor Williams 

(Derby University)
Vote: Hold.
Bias: Neutral.

Economic activity is beginning to weaken under pressure from 
subdued growth in global trade, increased uncertainty surrounding the 
vote on whether the UK should leave the EU – Brexit – on 23rd June, 
and continuing volatility in global financial markets. Latest readings 
from Purchasing Managers’ Indices in manufacturing, services and 
construction suggest that the economy will expand by 0.3% in Q1, after 
0.5% in Q4 2015 and an average of 0.7% a quarter in 2014. If this trend 
continued through the year the economy will grow by just 1.2% this 
year, the slowest pace since 2010. This may be unlikely – the economy 
should bounce back in the second half of the year, relative to the first 
half. But it is increasingly looking like the best rate of growth the UK 
can achieve this year is 2.2%, the same as in 2015. 

Monetary and credit indicators suggest reasons for optimism that 
domestic demand can continue to propel the economy along – helped 
by low oil prices, and weak price inflation, which are boosting real 
incomes as employment continues to rise. But money supply growth of 
4% and household credit growth overall of 3.2% in the year to January 
are not inflationary and, moreover, do not look sustainable. 

Under the current and short-term economic and financial market trends, 
a rate rise is out of the question. Indeed, with the economy dependent on 
consumer demand and services to drive growth, the downside risks are 
mounting. The world background is not getting any better, eight years 
after the global financial crisis. It appears that a) downward projections 
of growth, especially in emerging market economies (China, Brazil, 
Russia); b) large FX rate shifts and c) the sharp falls in commodity 

Economy weakening and 
inflation subsiding

Money and credit 
creation support  
trend growth

But the risks of a sharper 
slowdown are high
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prices is exacerbating tensions in the global financial system and 
economy. In fact, one strand to market jitters is that policy makers can 
do nothing to rectify the underlying issues that are behind these trends. 
For what it is worth, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), in 
particular, sees this development as a key risk - ascribing it to lack of 
action to debt and leverage and normalise rates earlier.
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Policy response

1.  On a vote of five to four, the Committee voted to hold Bank  
Rate at 0.5%. 

2. One member voted for a rise of ½% and three for a rise of ¼%.

Date of next meeting

Tuesday, 12th April 2016
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Note to Editors

What is the SMPC?

The Shadow Monetary Policy Committee (SMPC) is a group of 
independent economists drawn from academia, the City and elsewhere, 
which meets physically for two hours once a quarter at the Institute 
for Economic Affairs (IEA) in Westminster, to discuss the state of the 
international and British economies, monitor the Bank of England’s 
interest rate decisions, and to make rate recommendations of its own. 
The inaugural meeting of the SMPC was held in July 1997, and the 
Committee has met regularly since then. The present note summarises 
the results of the latest monthly poll, conducted by the SMPC in 
conjunction with the IEA and the Sunday Times newspaper.

Current SMPC membership

The Secretary of the SMPC is Kent Matthews of Cardiff Business 
School, Cardiff University, and its Chairman is Trevor Williams (Derby 
University). Other members of the Committee include: Roger Bootle 
(Capital Economics Ltd), Tim Congdon (International Monetary 
Research Ltd.), Jamie Dannhauser (Ruffer), Anthony J Evans (ESCP 
Europe), John Greenwood (Invesco Asset Management), Graeme 
Leach (Legatum institute), Andrew Lilico (Europe Economics and IEA), 
Patrick Minford (Cardiff Business School, Cardiff University), David 
B Smith (Beacon Economic Forecasting), Akos Valentinyi (Cardiff 
Business School, Cardiff University), Peter Warburton (Economic 
Perspectives Ltd) and Mike Wickens (University of York). Philip Booth 
(Cass Business School and IEA) is technically a non-voting IEA 
observer but is awarded a vote on occasion to ensure that exactly nine 
votes are always cast.
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